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Abstract— For wafer sizes in state-of-the-art semiconductor
manufacturing ranging up to 300 mm, the uniformity of processes
across the wafer becomes a very important issue. We present
a fully three-dimensional model for the feature scale simulation
of continuum transport and reaction determined high-pressure
chemical vapor deposition processes suitable for the investigation
of such nonuniformities. The newly developed three-dimensional
approach combines topography simulation, meshing, and finite
element method tools, and allows simulations over arbitrary
geometries such as structures resulting from nonuniform underlying physical vapor deposition films. This enables the examination
of film profile variations across the wafer for multistep processes
consisting of low- and high-pressure parts such as Ti/TiN/W plugfills. Additionally, the model allows a very flexible formulation of
the involved gas chemistry and surface reactions and can easily
be extended to process chemistries including gas phase reactions
of precursors as observed in deposition of silicon dioxide from
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). We show simulation examples for
a tungsten deposition process, which is applied as last step in a
Ti/TiN/W plug-fill. For filling of an L-shaped trench, we show the
transition from transport to reaction limited process conditions.
Index Terms— High-pressure chemical vapor deposition
(HPCVD), three-dimensional simulation, topography.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

IMULATION of etching and deposition processes assists
in understanding the topography evolution in semiconductor device fabrication; it supports development and optimization of manufacturing equipment and process recipes. With the
wafer size of today’s semiconductor manufacturing ranging up
to 300 mm, there is a considerable need for the control of the
uniformity of processes for all dies on the wafer.
To some extent this problem can be tackled by placing more
emphasis on equipment simulation which reveals trends in
the general behavior of deposition rates, film thickness, film
composition, and other characteristics of thin layers. Nevertheless, only feature scale simulation, preferably combined with
a reactor scale equipment simulation, allows exact studies of
film profiles differing due to flux, thermal, or other variations
across the wafer.
In addition, the increasing complexity of devices and interconnect structures, which cannot be covered by expanding
two-dimensional simulations with boundary conditions for
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infinitely long trenches or radially symmetric structures, requires a rigorous three-dimensional formulation of all involved
physical and chemical phenomena.
In recent years a variety of three-dimensional simulators
based on different approaches for the profile evolution has
been presented. Most of them provide models for ballistic
transport—also known as Knudsen transport—determined processes in the low-pressure regime.
SAMPLE-3D [1] includes macroscopic models for flux
determined etching and deposition simulations based on a
facet motion algorithm for the surface propagation. A similar
segment-based approach [2] uses a redistribution model for
reactive particles for simulating low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition (LPCVD). In the level set methods developed at the
University of California at Berkeley [3] and Stanford University [4], low-pressure processes are implemented by various
combinations of analytic distribution functions for particle
fluxes. Other two- or three-dimensional topography simulators
working with similar macroscopic models are presented in [5]
and [6].
A Monte Carlo approach of particle transport combines
results from the three-dimensional reactor scale Monte Carlo
particle transport simulator SIMSPUD with the feature scale
simulator SIMBAD, thus resulting in interpolated threedimensional deposition profiles [7]. This approach is very
closely related to the manufacturing equipment since it
incorporates experimental data such as target erosion profiles.
Monte Carlo models combining particle transport simulation
and surface reaction kinetics for plasma etching processes
are also well established for multiple dimensions [8], [9].
All these simulators typically model processes at pressures
below 1 torr. In this regime the Knudsen number as the ratio
between gas mean free path and the characteristic feature
length is well above one. Therefore the molecules inside the
feature travel in line-of-sight and the particles undergo only
very few collisions. Gas phase reactions mainly occur in the
reactor space above the feature. Nonuniform film thickness is
mainly caused by shadowing effects in the particle transport.
For pressures above 1 torr the gas mean free path becomes
and the ratio
relatively small (Knudsen number
between molecule–molecule and molecule–surface collisions
increases drastically. Particle transport becomes determined
by species effective diffusivities in the gas mixture. Twodimensional simulations of such high-pressure CVD processes for low Knudsen number transport are reported in [10].
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the CVD model.

The three-dimensional expansion of this simulator, EVOLVE3D [11], combines the facet motion algorithm proposed by
Scheckler [12] with the chemistry and reaction model of
EVOLVE but only for the ballistic transport part.
To close this gap of missing high-pressure models in
three-dimensional simulators, we have extended the twodimensional continuum transport and reaction model and
present a fully three-dimensional model for the feature scale
simulation of arbitrary, multiple chemistry, high-pressure CVD
processes in the continuum transport regime.
In [13], we have simulated ballistic transport determined
sputter deposition of TiN by using analytical functions for the
particle distributions. Simulations at arbitrary wafer positions
were realized by setting the polar and azimuthal angle of the
origin of the flux functions. Together with the newly developed
high-pressure CVD model, all tools for an integrated process
simulation including across wafer nonuniformities of ballistic
transport and diffusion determined processes as suggested for
two dimensions in [14] are now available.
The key issues for the model, which will be presented in
detail in Section II, are surface propagation, meshing of the
reactor domain above the feature, and diffusion and reaction
simulation. Remarks on the integration of reactor and feature
scale simulation will be given in Section II-F. Section III
demonstrates a model for the deposition of tungsten, which
is applied to a Ti/TiN/W plug-fill process and for various
geometries and process conditions in Section IV.
II. SIMULATION MODEL
As indicated in Fig. 1, the high-pressure CVD (HPCVD)
model consists of a combination of specialized tools, which
are called iteratively by a control instance. After extracting
the surface of the initial geometry, a three-dimensional mesh
of the gas domain above the considered structure is generated.
The differential equations describing the mass transfer and the
reaction kinetics are set up and solved with a general finite
element solver, which operates on the previously generated
unstructured tetrahedral mesh. The resulting deposition rates
are transferred to the topography simulator working with a
cellular material representation, which performs the surface

propagation leading to the new cellular topography. This
procedure is repeated automatically for every time-step until
the overall simulation time is completed. The parameters for
the meshing tool and the description of the continuum transport
model are set up in control files and remain unchanged during
all time-steps. In this way, the process runs fully automatic
without any further user interaction.
A. Surface Extraction
The first step in the simulation sequence is the preparation
of the appropriate input for the meshing tool. The initial
geometry is built up with a solid modeling tool based on the
same cellular material representation as used for the deposition
simulator. Therefore, the surface of the initial geometry as
well as of the geometries resulting after each time-step has to
be extracted in a triangular format, suitable as input for the
meshing tool.
The conversion is accomplished with a marching cube
algorithm [15]. It guarantees that all triangle points are in the
center of the cell faces, which is necessary for an unambiguous
correlation between triangle points and surface cells. The
only exception are points touching the horizontal bounding
box. In this case, the points are located at the edges of the
cubes still permitting the unambiguous correlation. After the
initial triangulation coplanar triangles are merged using a very
small point to plane distance criterion according to [16]. In
this way, a higher efficiency of the following meshing and
finite element method (FEM) steps is achieved without loosing
any topography information. An example of such a surface
extraction can be seen in Fig. 2.
B. Meshing
The meshing tool described in detail in [17] uses a modified
advancing front algorithm to generate a three-dimensional
unstructured tetrahedral mesh. Starting with the initial surface
given as a list of triangles, additional information such as the
size of the reactor region above the feature and extra points
within this region are necessary. The meshing tool allows the
generation of point clouds in ortho or surface normal style. For
the high-pressure CVD simulation, we achieved an adaptive
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the advancing front algorithm propagates from the initial
surface in a well-defined direction, those points are never
reached by the front and implicitly discarded. Therefore, it
is possible to use one and the same control file and point
clouds for meshing the structures of the different time-steps.
This is a very important requirement for the automation of the
simulation sequence.
C. Diffusion and Reaction Model

Fig. 2. Surface extraction from the cellular material representation (dashed
lines) to a triangle description (shaded triangles in solid lines) using a marching
cube algorithm and surface coarsening.

The chemistry model is set up with AMIGOS [18], an
“analytical model interface and general object-oriented
solver.” The analytical model interface is an interpreter for
translating mathematical expressions into a one-, two-, or
three-dimensional discretized numerical representation. It
provides an analytic input language for the formulation of the
discretization scheme (finite elements, finite boxes) and of the
considered partial differential equations. Since the differential
equations are set up in an object-oriented formulation
separately from the discretization scheme, the dimension
of the model can be changed easily. Multiple volume and
boundary models can be specified and assigned separately
to different grids or boundaries. Afterwards, the global
equation system is assembled according to the discretization
scheme, and the global system matrix is passed on to the
general object-oriented solver, a nonlinear numerical solver.
The analytical model interface allows a great flexibility in
choosing the involved gas species and chemical reactions.
For the presented formulation of the HPCVD model, which
is derived from [10], we used a finite element discretization
scheme. The governing principle for continuum transport
determined CVD is species balance, i.e., time-dependent diffusion of gas species in the gas phase including homogeneous
(volume) reactions
(1)
and heterogeneous (surface) reactions
(2)

Fig. 3. Cross-section through the three-dimensional mesh showing the tetrahedra connecting adaptive ortho style point clouds in the interior with the
boundary triangles generated by the surface extraction. Shading indicates the
normalized WF6 distribution.

resolution by specifying vertically stacked ortho style point
clouds with different horizontal and vertical point distances.
A cross-section of such a mesh can be seen in Fig. 3, a threedimensional view thereof is depicted in Fig. 4(c). Note that
Fig. 4(c) only reveals the triangular surface and the ortho
style point cloud inserted above the wafer surface; it mostly
omits the unstructured tetrahedra necessary to maintain the
connectivity to the outer triangular surface.
When the surface has propagated after each time-step, it
is possible that some of the initially defined points of the
ortho style point clouds are “below” the new surface. Since

their concentrations
and their
with multiple species
in the mixture.
and
represent
effective diffusivities
the reaction rates of multiple chemical reactions and , which
may occur either in the gas phase (hom) or at the wafer surface
(het).
Moreover, we assume a constant concentration of the th
species at the top of the simulation domain
(3)
and no flux across the side walls of the domain
(4)
Equation (1) is formulated in an AMIGOS volume model
assigned to the complete simulation domain. Equation (2)
is set up in a boundary model description applied only to
the wafer surface. Equations (3) and (4) are handled as
Dirichlet boundary at the top of the simulation domain and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. Results of the single modules composing the overall HPCVD model: (a) shows the initial structure consisting of a circular via with a TiN PVD
film, and (b)–(e) are results for (b) an intermediate time-step with extracted surface, (c) three-dimensional mesh, (d) distribution of WF6 resulting from
the continuum transport simulation, and (e) propagated surface; (f) shows the final geometry.

as Neumann condition at the domain sidewalls, respectively.
The diffusion and reaction equations contain the concentrations
of all involved gas species, which are coupled by the stoichiometry of the chemical reactions. Consequently, transport
of gas molecules from the plasma above the wafer into the
feature competes with surface reactions which transform the
reactants to a solid material forming the deposited layer. This
competition leads to a steady-state equilibrium and a geometry
specific species concentration distribution depending on the
ratio between gas diffusivities and surface reaction rates. For
equals zero, and it is sufficient to solve
the steady-state,
the time-independent formulation of the diffusion equation
(5)
Putting the resulting steady-state concentrations at the
boundary into the reaction rate equations leads to specific
local deposition velocities, which are then passed on to the
topography module.

D. Topography Simulation
For the surface propagation according to the deposition rates
resulting from the previously described FEM calculations,
we use a cell-based topography simulator, first presented in
[19] with the extensions and improvements shown in [20].
The algorithm uses morphological operations derived from
image processing. The geometry is represented by an array of
cubic cells, which have a unique material index. A structuring
element whose size depends on the local deposition rate is
moved along the surface, and all vacuum cells hit by the
element are switched to the index of the deposited material.
In contrast to the LPCVD model for the same simulator
[13], the deposition rates for the high-pressure model are not
calculated internally within the topography simulator but read
from the AMIGOS result file. This file contains the triangles
generated with the surface extraction from Section II-A and
an additional rate value for each triangle point. The triangle
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points positioned in the center of the cell faces are directly
assigned to the corresponding surface cells. For maintaining
a smooth and continuous surface evolution, it is necessary to
apply structuring elements at all surface cells. This task is
accomplished by a linear interpolation of the deposition rates
within the triangles.
A very important task is the time-step control, especially
when the process conditions lead to the formation of voids.
In general, the CVD model uses a constant time-step for
the surface propagation and the generation of a new mesh
for taking into account the changed geometric conditions
for the competition between diffusion and surface reaction.
Depending on the interaction between diffusion velocity and
reaction rates, a depletion of gas species at the bottom of the
feature may be observed, which in consequence leads to strong
variations of the local deposition rates, to the characteristic
overhang structures, and to the formation of voids. Within
the cellular material representation, a region of vacuum cells
not connected with the gas domain above the surface can
be detected easily and used for the control of void closure.
To avoid the underestimation of the size of such a void by
choosing a too-large time-step when the void is closed, the
topography simulator checks for voids and reduces the timestep until it observes the first closure of the void when it detects
the first formation of a void within the structure.
E. Process Control
In Fig. 4, the information that has to be transferred between
the single modules (corresponding to the arrows in Fig. 1)
is graphically summarized. The most important issue for an
integrated simulation model is that all modules can be run
fully automatically without any further user interaction. The
crucial point hereby is the automation of the meshing tool,
which could only be solved by using one and the same point
cloud for all time-steps an the implicit elimination of outside
points by the advancing front algorithm.

the reactor chamber, wafer fixture, gas inlet and outlet, and
gas flow conditions.
It is beyond the scope of our approach to cover also
simulation and modeling on reactor scale, especially because
reactor scale simulators dealing with different types of mass
transport on nonmoving grids such as FLUENT1 are commercially available. Nevertheless, our feature scale model allows
the integration of results from equipment level simulations.
Dirichlet boundaries at the top of the simulation domain
can be set according to the concentration resulting from the
equipment simulation. Together with the heat variations, they
account also for changes in the species’ effective diffusivities,
thus changing the profile evolution by influencing the balance
between diffusion velocity and reaction rate. Variations in
growth rate and overall film thickness varying across the
wafer can also be covered by adjusting the local deposition
rate. By these means of integrating results from reactor scale
simulation, our CVD model represents a link to the final
prediction of the feature scale profile evolution in an integrated
back-end process simulation.
The link between feature and reactor scale simulation is
available for CVD as well as for ballistic transport determined
processes. Beside the analytical functions used in [13] to
simulate sputter deposition of TiN, it is also possible to
include flux distributions resulting from three-dimensional
Monte Carlo particle transport simulation as described in [7],
accounting for experimentally measured target erosion profiles.
The interfaces of our topography simulator to equipment simulation of low-pressure as well as of high-pressure processes
allow fully integrated simulations of multiple step back-end
processes such as Ti/TiN/W plug-fills, which will be described
in Section IV-A.

III. HPCVD

OF

TUNGSTEN

The model for the deposition of tungsten was derived from
the reduction of WF with H

F. Integration with Reactor Scale Simulation
The presented model for CVD simulation works on feature
scale and accounts for inhomogeneous gas concentrations
due to gas depletion originating from the special geometric
conditions within the feature and the competition between
gas consumption at the surface and supply of reactants by
diffusion. Boundary conditions, namely, the concentration of
the gas species at the top of the simulation domain, are
considered as constant and homogeneous within the dimension
of the considered structure, which is up to a few micrometers.
This is, of course, not true when applying wafer scale
to consider variations in heat distribution, gas flow, and
gas depletion. In general, inhomogeneous thermal and flow
conditions within the reactor lead to large variations in overall
film thickness, film composition, profile evolution, and step
coverage across the wafer. Basically, the CVD model could
be formulated also in reactor scale. At this level, additional
physical and chemical aspects have to be considered leading
to a totally different set of differential equations, which has
to be solved for the reactor geometry including the shape of
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WF

H

W

HF

(6)

forming HF as by-product. This reaction results in three
diffusion equations for the gaseous species WF , H , and HF.
Tungsten as reaction product is directly deposited as solid
at the wafer surface and therefore has not to be considered
for the diffusion. Of course the reaction chemistry is much
more complicated with different adsorbed or chemisorbed
intermediates and can be extended to a combined reduction
with H and SiH . For demonstration purposes, we will restrict
ourself to an overall formulation of the chemistry even if more
complex models can be formulated within the analytical model
interface.
The derivation of effective species diffusivities in mixtures
depending on composition, pressure, and temperature using the
Chapman–Enskog equation and Lennard–Jones parameters
and followed [10] and [21].
1 [Online].

Available: HTTP: http://www.fluent.com/
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Fig. 5. Tungsten deposition in a rectangular via for different time-steps (from left to right). The topmost line depicts the volume meshes used for the
diffusion simulation with the resulting WF6 distributions; below are the corresponding film topographies for an off-center position. The bottommost line
shows the symmetrical profile evolution for the same initial geometry at a center wafer position.

The deposition rate was experimentally found [22] to follow
the expression
WF
WF
mol torr
torr

cm

H
s
(7)

and
are experimentally determined constants,
where
H and WF are hydrogen and WF partial pressures,
is the activation energy, which was set to 68.4 kJ/mol
and
[14]. This rate expression is substituted into (2) and couples the
concentrations of the three gaseous species by the stoichiom-

etry of (6). When tungsten is formed at the wafer surface, a
certain amount of WF is consumed from the gas phase, thus
reducing the concentration of WF . The same applies to the
hydrogen concentration, differing only in the stoichiometric
factor. Simultaneously, HF is formed and has to be added to
the HF concentration in the gas phase.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we show results for the HPCVD of tungsten
formed by the reduction of WF with H . In Section IV-A, this
process is used as final step in a Ti/TiN/W via plug-fill process.
In this case, three-dimensional simulation is necessary for the
investigation of film profiles varying with the wafer position.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Different process conditions for CVD of tungsten into an L-shaped trench. (a) and (b) represent an intermediate and the final profile for reaction
limited process conditions, and (c) and (d) are analog time-steps for a diffusion limited process.

Last, Section IV-B demonstrates the transition between a
diffusion and a reaction limited process for an L-shaped trench.
Due to the geometry of the trench, this process also requires
three-dimensional simulation.
A. Plug-Fill Process
We have applied CVD of tungsten at a pressure of 60 torr
and a temperature of 703 K to an interconnect plug-fill process.
A typical sequence for such a process consists of Ti PVD adhesion and TiN PVD barrier layers, a W nucleation CVD layer
formed by silane reduction of WF in presence of hydrogen,
and a W bulk layer, deposited with hydrogen reduction of
WF . Since we are interested in the final topography with
special attention to the formation, size, shape, and location of
voids, we neglect problems of adhesion of the films, which
are usually addressed by the thin Ti and W nucleation layers
and combine the four steps to a TiN PVD step followed by a
W CVD step with hydrogen reduction of WF .
Fig. 4 shows the process sequence for a radially symmetric
via at a position in the center of the wafer. For demonstration
purposes, we artificially increased the reaction rate parameter

to reveal the nonconformal films arising from the depletion
of WF within the feature due to the strong consumption
of WF at the feature surface. Fig. 4(a) depicts the TiN
barrier layer over the initial geometry. According to the center
wafer position exactly below the center of the sputter target,
the distribution of particles arriving at the wafer surface is
radially symmetrical resulting in a symmetrical TiN layer.
In the following CVD step, with iterative surface extraction
[Fig. 4(b)], mesh generation [Fig. 4(c)], and diffusion/reaction
simulation [Fig. 4(d)] shown for an intermediate time-step this
symmetry is maintained [Fig. 4(e)]. The final geometry for the
cylindrical via with a diameter of 0.3 m [Fig. 4(f)] contains a
void whose top is significantly above the initial wafer surface
approximately at the height of the TiN layer surface.
Fig. 5 illustrates the profile evolution for the same conditions but for a rectangular via at different positions on the
wafer. Fig. 5(e)–(h) shows a sequence of time-steps for a peripheral wafer position. The corresponding volume meshes and
WF distributions are given above [Fig. 5(a)–(d)]. Fig. 5(i)–(l)
denotes the center position for the same process parameters.
In the case of the off-center position, the time-step from
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Fig. 5(g)–(h) leads to the formation of a void. Since the fronts
in Fig. 5(g) almost collide, the time-step control admits only
a very small time-step leading to the closure of the void in
Fig. 5(h). This can be observed in the smaller increase in the
wafer surface layer thickness between Fig. 5(g) and (h) with
respect to the increase between Fig. 5(f) and (g).
Due to the different geometric conditions, size and shape of
the voids vary according to the underlying PVD layers. The
profile of this layer depends not only on the initial geometry
but also on the orientation of the structure with respect to the
main particle flow in the sputter deposition. For the profiles
of rectangular or elliptic vias, it is significant whether the
main particle flux in the sputter deposition is parallel or
perpendicular to the length axis of the via.
In the presented simulations, the variations in the void
geometry originate from differing particle fluxes in the PVD
step. The conditions for the W CVD layer are considered
as homogeneous across the wafer. Thus the variations in the
underlying PVD layer are continued throughout the CVD layer
and underline the necessity of the rigorous three-dimensional
approach for the CVD model.
Within the complete device manufacturing process, the
topmost position of the void is of special interest. In the
considered simulations, this position in the rectangular via
(Fig. 5) is lower than in the circular via (Fig. 4) and even lower
for the off-center position of the rectangular via. Additionally,
the void formed at the off-center position is shifted off the
center of the via.

B. L-Shaped Trench
The deposition of tungsten into an L-shaped trench with an
aspect ratio of 1.5 : 4 illustrates the ability of the model to
account for a transition between reaction and transport limited
process conditions. In the first example given in Fig. 6(a)
and (b), the simulation is performed with the experimental
parameters from (7). The reaction velocity at the wafer surface
is very low; therefore, only a small fraction of WF is extracted
from the gas phase. The diffusion velocity is high enough that
the consumed WF is immediately replaced by the molecules
coming from the plasma above the wafer. At all times, there
is more WF present than can be transformed by the surface
reaction (6). Therefore, the film thickness is uniform over the
whole structure, as can be seen in Fig. 6(a) for an intermediate
time-step. Due to the larger width of the trench in the corner,
it closes last, but no void is observed in the final structure
Fig. 6(b).
A completely different situation is given in Fig. 6(c) and
(d). Again, the reaction rate is increased in the same way
as described in Section IV-A. The large reaction rate causes
all WF transported to the wafer surface to be immediately
reduced to W. Diffusion from the reactor chamber is too slow
and WF in the feature becomes depleted, leading to a deposition rate decreasing downwards to the bottom of the feature.
The resulting WF depletion can be observed in Fig. 3. An intermediate time-step for the L-shaped trench given in Fig. 6(c)
already shows the formation of an overhang profile. As can be
observed in Fig. 6(d), this situation leads to the formation of a

void, which closes last in the corner region of the trench with
the top of the void almost reaching the initial wafer surface.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a three-dimensional model for the feature
scale simulation of arbitrary, multiple chemistry, high-pressure
CVD processes in the continuum transport regime. The rigorous three-dimensional approach has been realized by a
combination of a cellular surface movement algorithm with
an automated three-dimensional unstructured mesh generation
and a three-dimensional FEM solver, allowing very flexible
formulation of the involved differential equations and process
chemistry. Simulations for different geometries at different
wafer positions and for varying process conditions have revealed that special care has to be taken when large wafer sizes
lead to nonuniformities of the film profiles. For processes with
fast surface reactions leading to diffusion limited deposition
conditions, the effect of overhang profiles leading to void
formation is especially pronounced. Special emphasis has been
put on the time-step control when the closure of voids is
observed. Formation, size, shape, and especially the location
of the top of the void are of special interest, when following
process steps such as etching or chemical mechanical polishing
may lead to opening of the vias, thus resulting in low quality
or failure of the device.
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